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CO T mirage 

A dry release hot roll fuser wherein the hot roll is in 
ternally heated, the surface of the hot roll is deform 
able, and a rigid backup roll is force biased into the hot 
roll to form an axial depression in the hot roll, which 
depression comprises the fusing nip. The fusing nip is 
closed prior to the arrival of a sheet to be fused. The 
early closing time interval is such as to cause the hot roll 

to complete at least one revolution against the cooler 
backup roll, prior to arrival of the ?rst sheet to be fused. 

In the standby mode, the fusing nip is open, and the 
hot roll temperature is controlled to be at a temperature 
higher than the desired fusing temperature. This higher 
temperature is desirable since it is known that the thick 
deformable surface on the hot roll will cause the fusing 
temperature to drop during fusing. Since the hot roll’s 
surface is relatively thick, and formed of a heat insula 
tor, such as silicone rubber, the drop which occurs is 
a result of the cooling effect of the ?rst sheets to be 
fused. 

After the early closing interval, the hot roll’s fusing 
temperature has dropped to the vicinity of the optimum 
fusing temperature and the automatic temperature con 
trol system thereafter supplies just enough additional in— 
ternal heat energy to offset the cooling effect of the 
sheets. The probability of the ?rst sheet sticking to the 
hot roll has been reduced as a result of this roll early 
closing. 
To accommodate the high standby temperature, the 

fusing nip is closed early-Le. before a sheet arrives at 
the fusing nip. The time period of this early closure is 
critical, and has been found to be such as will produce 
at least one revolution of the hot roll prior to the ar~ 
rival of a sheet to be fused. It has been found that this 
early closing of the fusing nip causes a rapid drop in 
the fusing nip temperature to approximately the optimum 
fusing temperature prior to arrival of the ?rst sheet to 
be fused, and thereafter the temperature control system 
maintains the optimum temperature. Thus, wrap of the 
sheets about the hot roll is minimized. 
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